STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE #402

TISSUE COLLECTION FOR GENOTYPING - MICE
1. PURPOSE
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) describes acceptable methods for collection of tissue samples to be used for
genotyping in mice.
2. RESPONSIBILITY
Principal investigator (PI) and their research staff, veterinary care staff.
3. MATERIALS
3.1.

Antiseptic for skin (e.g., 70% alcohol, chlorhexidine, povidone-iodine)

3.2.

Sharp surgical scissors or sterile, disposable scalpel blades

3.3.

Ear punch

3.4.

Gauze

3.5.

70% alcohol (for sanitizing instruments)

3.6.

Sterile cotton-tipped swabs

3.7.

Collection tubes, properly identified

3.8.

Chemical cautery agent (tissue glue, Kwik Stop® topical styptic powder or silver nitrate)

3.9.

Glass bead sterilizer

3.10.

Anesthetics

3.11.

Analgesics

4. PROCEDURES
4.1.

4.2.

4.3.

Fecal pellet:
4.1.1.

Collect fecal pellet from an individual animal using brief manual restraint or by placing it in a clean cage
without bedding.

4.1.2.

Identify animal as per Rodent Identification SOP.

4.1.3.

Place fecal pellet in an identified collection tube.

4.1.4.

Note that this method may or may not provide sufficient DNA.

Skin swabbing:
4.2.1.

Restrain the animal.

4.2.2.

Using a cotton-tipped swab, stroke the ventral and dorsal skin against the direction of hair growth.
Perform a minimum of 3 strokes of 3cm in length each.

4.2.3.

Insert cotton bud into collection tube and snip off excess shaft.

4.2.4.

Identify animal as per Rodent Identification SOP.

4.2.5.

Note that this method may or may not provide sufficient DNA.

Buccal epithelial cell:
4.3.1.

Firmly restrain the animal by the scruff to maintain its mouth open.

4.3.2.

Using a cotton-tipped swab with a <2mm bud, vigorously rub the inner cheeks while rotating the swab,
avoiding the tongue.

4.3.3.

Insert cotton bud into collection tube and snip off excess shaft.

4.3.4.

Identify animal as per Rodent Identification SOP.

4.3.5.

Note that this method may or may not provide sufficient DNA.
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4.4.

4.5.

Ear punching:
4.4.1.

Do not use this method in rodents under 2 weeks of age.

4.4.2.

Ensure the ear punch apparatus is not dull.

4.4.3.

Disinfect the ear punch with 70% alcohol and wipe dry.

4.4.4.

Restrain the animal securely by the scruff.

4.4.5.

Using the ear punch, punch holes and/or notches in the ears, following an identification chart. See
sample in annex.

4.4.6.

Use the excised tissue as a sample for genotyping. Place in well-identified collection tube

4.4.7.

Disinfect ear punch between mice.

Tail biopsy:
4.5.1.

Tail snipping should be performed on mice between 14 and 21 days of age (ideally between 14 and 17
days).

4.5.2.

Tail biopsy can only be performed twice over the life time of the animal and cannot exceed 5mm total.

4.5.3.

Identify animal as per Rodent Identification SOP.

4.5.4.

Tail snipping procedure for mice less than 21 days of age:

4.5.5.

4.5.4.1.

General anesthesia is recommended but not required

4.5.4.2.

Gently, but securely, restrain mouse (manual or mechanical).

4.5.4.3.

Swab the tail with antiseptic (e.g. alcohol).

4.5.4.4.

Snip 2-3mm off the tip of the tail with sharp, sanitized scissors or disposable scalpel.

4.5.4.5.

Remove biologic material and sanitize the scissors after each snipping (wipe with 70% alcohol
or dip in glass bead sterilizer for at least 30 seconds) if you are snipping several mice tails.

4.5.4.6.

Place tissue sample into an identified collection tube.

4.5.4.7.

Check for bleeding before returning mouse to its cage. If bleeding occurs, do one of the
following:
4.5.4.7.1.

Apply a drop of tissue glue to tip of tail.

4.5.4.7.2.

Apply a chemical cautery agent (e.g. Kwik Stop® powder or silver nitrate stick).

4.5.4.7.3.

Electric or heat cauterize the cut end of the tail

Tail snipping procedure for mice over 21 days of age:
4.5.5.1.

Requires general anesthesia and analgesia.

4.5.5.2.

Brief general anesthesia is provided with isoflurane, by placing the mouse in an induction
chamber to achieve unconsciousness. Refer to Mouse Anesthesia and Rodent Analgesia
SOPs.

4.5.5.3.

Perform the tail snipping as defined in sections 4.5.4.3 to 4.5.4.7 of this SOP.

4.6. Whole blood:
4.6.1.

Collect as per SOP 403-Guidelines Blood Collection Volumes and Frequency.

4.6.2.

Note that this method may or may not provide sufficient DNA.

4.7. Distal phalanx biopsy:
4.7.1.

This method is acceptable only under the following conditions:
4.7.1.1.

The genotype needs to be known before weaning. This method replaces the tail biopsy as a
sample for genotyping and ear notching as an identification method

4.7.1.2.

Mice must be approximately 7 days old at the time of the biopsy.

4.7.1.3.

No more than 2 digits (total) can be affected, and only 1 biopsy per paw.

4.7.1.4.

Only the most distal phalanx can be removed

4.7.1.5.

Sharp iris scissors must be used.

4.7.1.6.

No further biopsy can be performed.
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4.5 (NO TEXT)

4.5. Distal phalanx biopsy:
4.5.1. This method is acceptable only under the following conditions:
4.5.1.1. The genotype needs to be known before weaning. This method replaces
the tail
biopsy as a sample for genotyping and ear notching as an identification
method
4.5.1.2. Mice must be approximately 7 days old at the time of the biopsy.
4.5.1.3. No more than 2 digits (total) can be affected, and only 1 biopsy per paw.
4.5.1.4. Only the most distal phalanx can be removed
4.5.1.5. Sharp iris scissors must be used.
4.5.1.6. No further biopsy can be performed.

2017.12.12

3.6 Aluminum cotton-tipped swab (<2mm bud)

3.6 3.6 Aluminum Sterile cotton-tipped swab (<2mm bud)

2017.12.12

4.2 Buccal epithelial cell

4.2 4.3 Buccal epithelial cell

2017.12.12

4.3.2. Using a cotton-tipped swab, vigorously
scrape the inner cheeks, avoiding the tongue.

4.3.2. Using a cotton-tipped swab with a <2mm bud, vigorously scrape rub the inner cheeks
while rotating the swab, avoiding the tongue.

2017.12.12

4.2 (NO TEXT)

4.2 Skin swabbing:
4.2.1 Restrain the animal.
4.2.2 Using a cotton-tipped swab, stroke the ventral and dorsal skin against the direction
of hair growth. Perform a minimum of 3 strokes of 3cm in length each.
4.2.3 Insert cotton bud into collection tube and snip off excess shaft.
4.2.4 Identify animal as per Rodent Identification SOP.
4.2.5 Note that this method may or may not provide sufficient DNA.

2017.12.12

4.5.4.7. Check for bleeding

4.5.4.7. Check for bleeding before returning mouse to its cage.

2017.12.12

4.4.4.8. Return the mouse to its cage.

4.4.4.8. Return the mouse to its cage.

2017.12.12

4.6 (NO TEXT)

4.6. Whole blood:
4.6.1. Collect as per SOP 403-Guidelines Blood Collection Volumes and Frequency.

2017.12.12

5.8 (NO TEXT)

5.8 Okada M, Miller TC, Roediger J, Shi YB, Schech JM. “An Efficient, Simple, and Noninvasive
Procedure for Genotyping Aquatic and Nonaquatic Laboratory Animals.” J Am Assoc Lab
Anim Sci., 2017 Jul 3.
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